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BLUFF YARD RAMPS
BLUFF steel yard ramps work for loading from ground to
dock or ground to truck, and can be portable or sationary.
Capacity options start at
16,000 lbs.

BLUFF PORTABLE
DOCK/STEEL PLATFORM
Can be used in conjunction with a yard ramp,
or as a free standing feature to increase
loading capabilities.

BLUFF STEEL TRUCK DOCK BOARDS

BLUFF EDGE OF DOCK LEVELERS

Provide an easy transition between a dock and truck.
Standard capacities from 15,000 to 40,000 lbs.

Correct the height difference between dock and trailer
bed with a BLUFF EOD, while providing an easy transition.
Capacities from 20,000 to 30,000 lbs. Manufacturing
time: 7 working days.

MODEL T STEEL DOCK BOARD

SPEEDY BOARD® STEEL DOCK BOARD

BLUFF ALUMINUM DOCK BOARDS
AND DOCK PLATES
ALUMINUM
DOCK BOARDS

Ideal for low to
medium dock loading
applications, designed for
use with forklifts or pallet
jacks. Capacities from
10,000 to 15,000 lbs.

MODEL R RAILBOARD STEEL DOCK BOARD

Bridge the gap between a dock and railcar for
safe loading and unloading of rail shipments.
Capacities available from 15,000 to 90,000 lbs.
Worksheet required.

ALUMINUM DOCK PLATES

Lightweight plate used to transition between
a truck and dock, for use with hand trucks,
pallet jacks or dollies. Not forklift rated.

BLUFF CONVEYOR CROSSOVERS

BLUFF WHEEL RISERS

Create a safe method for personnel to cross over busy
conveyors. Worksheet required.

Eliminate unsafe
below dock loading
conditions with
the use of wheel
risers. Available in
aluminum or steel.
Worksheet required.

BLUFF SAFETY EQUIPMENT

BLUFF MEZZANINE STRUCTURES
Value engineered mezzanine solutions create vertical
space that can be used to create in-plant offices,
observation or equipment platforms, work stations,
storage areas or conveyor supports. Many add-on
options available. Worksheet required.

Protect valuable warehouse equipment and
structures using Bluff’s diverse offering of
safety products. Powder coated safety
yellow, with other standard color
options available.

BOLLARD

POST
PROTECTOR

BLUFF CANTILEVER RACK
Maximize space both vertically and horizontally with a
Bluff cantilever rack. Worksheet required. (Shown in
photo with Guide Rail protection.)

MODULAR
PROTECTIVE BARRIER

DOOR
TRACK
GUARD

MACHINE
GUARD
RACK GUARD

TUFF GUARD
SAFETY RAIL

PIPE GUARD

www.bluffmanufacturing.com

NORDOCK® DOCK LEVELERS
NORDOCK® offers a complete line of dock levelers that
provide unequalled strength, reliability and ease-of-use
with industry leading innovations. Pit levelers are available
in Mechanical, Hydraulic, and Air-Powered activations.
The exclusive smooth transfer FLEX-LIP® and the versatile
TELESCOPING-LIP™ models provide unique solutions to
complex loading problems. Additional products include
manual and hydraulic Edge Mount, XTRA-WIDE™ and
BOXCAR™ levelers. All dock levelers come in a wide range
of standard sizes and capacities and can be customized
for replacement or to meet customer requirements.

HEAVY-DUTY TM SERIES

INDUSTRIALTM SERIES

SUPER-DUTY TM SERIES
SERIES EFH
AIRDOCK® SERIES

XTRA-WIDETM SERIES

FLEX-LIP®

NORDOCK® COLDSTORAGETM LEVELERS

BOXCAR™ SERIES

Vertical storing dock levelers with hinged or telescoping lip and Model TLH horizontal storing dock levelers with telescoping
lip are the solution for climate controlled facilities. COLDSTORAGE™ Series dock levelers with telescoping lip combined
with proprietary 360 degree sealing capability lead the industry in energy saving, safety and efficiency.

MODEL NVTL

MODEL TLH

MODEL NV

NORDOCK® SAFETY PRODUCTS
NORDOCK® safety products include rear impact guard and wheel based
vehicle restraints, run-off barrier lips, barrier gates, signal lights and
LOGI-SMART® integrated control panels to control and interlock all
products at the loading dock. PIT-HOOK™, TRUCK-LOCK®, POSI-CHOCK™,
COMBI-LOK®, DOK-CHOCK™ and FALL-STOP™ products are all designed to
increase safety by preventing premature departure and run off accidents at
the loading dock. Vehicle restraints are available in manual or push button
designs including the industry standard SMART-HOOK® with the least amount
of moving parts that keeps working when power is lost.

DOK-CHOCKTM

LOGI-SMART®

TRUCK-LOCK®

DOK-COMTM
SMART-HOOK®

PIT-HOOKTM

NORDOCK® SEALS & SHELTERS
The WEARTOUGH® line of seals and shelters are designed to improve safety, conserve energy, and protect products
from outside contaminants, while reducing costs and improving security at the loading dock. Constructed with the
highest quality tear and abrasion resistant fabrics and ultra-resilient high-density foam materials, NORDOCK® seals
and shelters are built to last. Comprehensive traditional compression style foam pad, foam side and rigid frame
shelter, L-pad and inflatable curtain.

®

MULTI-SEALTM

FC SERIES

ULTIMATM

NORDOCK® LIFT & SPECIALTY
NORDOCK® lift products are built to last
with uncompromising standard features
including high dynamic camfollowers,
spherical bearings, chrome pins, heavyduty cylinders combined with more steel
and a better design that simply results in
a longer lasting and better performing
product. Whether unloading a truck with
our DOCK-LIFT™ or MAST-GUIDE™ models or
lifting, turning, tilting or transferring product
of any conceivable size or capacity we always
strive to surpass expectations.

DOCK-LIFTTM

HIGH CYCLE STACKER
MAST-GUIDETM

www.nordockinc.com

WESCO HAND TRUCKS

WESCO DRUM EQUIPMENT

100 SERIES INDUSTRIAL HAND TRUCKS

ERGONOMIC DRUM HANDLERS

WESCO’s versatile line of 100 Series hand trucks have
been the favorite tool for professionals requiring a rock
solid hand truck that can withstand the rigors of daily
use and abuse! The structural tube frame is backed by
an industry leading 5 Year Weld Guarantee.

Model 156
Steel and Stainless

With the Patented “Gator Grip® ” head, WESCO’s
Ergonomic Drum Handlers provide industry
leading safety and stability, making them the
obvious choice for transporting a wide variety of drums
in the industrial workplace. Choose from Standard Lift,
High Reach, Power Lift, Power Drive or Scale models.

Model ST2

SPARTAN ECONOMY ALUMINUM 2 IN 1 TRUCKS

This value-priced, versatile truck is made of sturdy,
lightweight aluminum with the noseplate cast from a
special aluminum alloy. Platform Deck and Folding Nose
options available.

20BT & 30BT DRUM TRUCKS

WESCO’s drum trucks are available in a wide variety of
configurations to safely handle all types of products.
With a 5 Year Guarantee, our rugged Drum Trucks provide
ergonomic features that drum handling professionals
have relied on for over 50 years.

Platform Deck
Option
Folding Nose
Option

KNOCK DOWN DRUM TRUCKS
SPECIALTY TRUCKS

WESCO produces a wide range of specialty hand trucks
including the Heavy Duty Steel Appliance and Vending
Truck and the Hydraulic Large Liquid Gas Cylinder Cart.

WESCO’s KD Drum Trucks are designed with the same
heavy duty load carrying capacity of our fully welded
models but in an innovative knock down construction.
Shipped in a single carton these trucks allow economical
shipping costs via UPS and other parcel services.

Optional
3rd Wheel

WESCO LIFT EQUIPMENT

WESCO PLATFORM TRUCKS & CARTS

PALLET TRUCKS

PLATFORM TRUCKS

WESCO offers a full line of pallet trucks that have been an
industry staple on the loading dock. WESCO has one of
the widest variety of available models that are backed by
one of the industry’s best warranties against pump failure.

WESCO supplies Aluminum, Steel, and Power Drive
carts as well as platform trucks in a complete range
of sizes, handle options and wheel/caster choices.

Adjustable
Fork

SCISSORS LIFT TABLES

WESCO has a variety of Scissors Tables - Long Deck,
Die Lift, Powered and Mini Electric Tables.

Semi-Electric

Model CPI

Model CP3

LEXCO HYDRAULIC LIFT TABLES

LEXCO Lift Tables are custom designed for the most
demanding applications including die handling, helicopter
blade transport and missile positioning. Contact Lexco
today with all your lifting and positioning requirements!

LIGHTWEIGHT FOLDING TRUCKS

Fits into small storage spaces or car trunks.
MegaMover, MaxiMover, SuperLite, MiniMover.

HYDRAULIC AND MANUAL LIFTS

WESCO Stackers and Pedalifts are available in a wide variety of configurations to handle any lifting or positioning
project. Available with custom platforms, power lift and power drives these workhorses provide the ultimate
solution for safe and ergonomic material handling.

Hydraulic
Pedalift

Hydraulic
Stacker

Power Lift
Fork Stacker

www.wescomfg.com

Power Lift and
Drive Stacker

www.lexcoeng.com

INTEGRATED WAREHOUSE SOLUTIONSTM represents the coming together of
quality known brands within the material handling industry to serve the needs of our
customers and prospects on an international basis. As a solutions provider, our goal
is to create, manufacture and market products that exceed your expectation. Our
products focus on making the work environment both safer and more efficient. As
you evaluate your material handling needs, we will strive to earn your business with
quality workmanship and the dedication of our associates.
BLUFF® MANUFACTURING is the innovative leader in the fabrication and design of
high-quality dock and warehouse equipment. For over 80 years, Bluff Manufacturing
has been the top national provider of steel and aluminum dock boards and plates,
edge of dock levelers, portable yard ramps, mezzanines, carts and warehouse
safety equipment.
NORDOCK® manufactures and distributes a full line of loading dock equipment,
including pit-style, vertical storing and telescoping lip dock levelers, vehicle
restraints, dock lifts and in-plant lifts, truck levelers, dock seals and shelters,
and a comprehensive line of accessories. In addition, NORDOCK® has the unique
capability to design and manufacture specialty engineered products for loading
dock, safety, and lift applications.
WESCO® INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS is a full line manufacturer and distributor of a
wide range of standard and custom products. Material handling professionals have
relied on the quality and durability of WESCO’s products for over 50 years. WESCO’s
primary lines include drum handling, hand trucks and carts, lift equipment as well
as a variety of associated dock and material handling products.
Our local representatives are ready to take your call.
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1-800-433-2212
www.bluffmanufacturing.com

1-866-885-4276
www.nordockinc.com

1-800-445-5681
www.wescomfg.com
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